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The current approach of relying primarily on institutional experts to create knowledge to
solve humanity’s problems is insufficient to meet the scale, diversity, and novelty of people’s
needs. Clinical work and clinical research are two domains where reliance on experts–while
necessary–is also a key bottleneck. There aren’t enough doctors for most people around
the world [4]. Research done in academic and industry labs uses sophisticated tools barely
accessible to most people.
Increasingly, easily accessible informational and physical resources have somewhat
bridged the gap between patients’ needs and their skills. Patients and caregivers inform
themselves via internet based resources, build their own tools, and participate in experiments [1]. Dissatisfied or marginalized by existing processes and outcomes, many patient
communities–including chronic conditions and rare disorders–stand to gain a lot from such
collaborative efforts [2, 3]. Online health communities provide the foundation for such
uninstitutionalized conversations, brainstorming, and implementation. However, success is
uneven. While communities with clear leaders, organizational roles, and technical expertise
have flourished, many others have not.
My research with online communities suggests that there’s a massive opportunity to
accelerate knowledge creation using granular data acquisition tools and online learning
platforms . In this abstract, I summarize design and evaluation of tools that highlight two
ways to realize this vision. First, Hevelius is a motor impairment assessment tool for patients
to conduct neurological assessments online. A rare disease community has provided finegranular data and insights from their homes that current in-clinic assessments fail to capture
[in submission]. Second, Gut Instinct is a social computing system that supports procedural
knowledge acquisition for experimentation. A fermentation community used Gut Instinct to
successfully design and run between-subjects experiments to test their intuitions [5]. These
results suggest exploring ways of producing knowledge that are distinct from the dominant
model of institutionally-situated experts testing their ideas on subjects in a lab or a clinic.
More constructively, these systems demonstrate how knowledgeable and committed people
can be aided and amplified by technology in creating scientific knowledge.
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